Action potentials generated near the soma propagate not only into the axonal nerve connecting to the adjacent neurons but also into the dendrites interacting with a diversity of synaptic inputs as well as voltage gated ion channels. Measuring voltage attenuation factors between the soma and all single points of the dendrites in the anatomically reconstructed primary neurons with the same cable properties, we report the signal propagation data showing how the alternating current (AC) signal such as action potentials backpropagates over the dendrites among different types of primary neurons. Fitting equations and their parameter values for the data are also presented to quantitatively capture the spatial profile of AC signal propagation from the soma to the dendrites in primary neurons. Our data is supplemental to our original study for the dependency of dendritic signal propagation and excitability, and their relationship on the cell type-specific structure in primary neurons
a b s t r a c t
Action potentials generated near the soma propagate not only into the axonal nerve connecting to the adjacent neurons but also into the dendrites interacting with a diversity of synaptic inputs as well as voltage gated ion channels. Measuring voltage attenuation factors between the soma and all single points of the dendrites in the anatomically reconstructed primary neurons with the same cable properties, we report the signal propagation data showing how the alternating current (AC) signal such as action potentials backpropagates over the dendrites among different types of primary neurons. Fitting equations and their parameter values for the data are also presented to quantitatively capture the spatial profile of AC signal propagation from the soma to the dendrites in primary neurons. Our data is supplemental to our original study for the dependency of dendritic signal propagation and excitability, and their relationship on the cell type-specific structure in primary neurons (DOI: 10.1016/j. neulet.2015.10.017 [1] 
Value of the data
We have spatially characterized the dendritic signal propagation that is a fundamental property underlying dendritic computations and neuronal dynamics.
The data presented here provide an important information on the relationship between dendritic structure and signal propagation in primary neurons.
The data measured in the passive dendrites may serve as a basis for interpreting the active backpropagation of action potentials in the dendrites.
Fitting equations for the data can be used for realistically building the reduced models as a function of the path length from the soma.
Data
The spatial profile of voltage attenuation factors (VA AC SD ) measured between the soma and all individual points of the dendrites while applying a 250 Hz AC input to the soma for each type of anatomically reconstructed primary neurons with representative morphologies (spinal motor neuron, hippocampal pyramidal neuron, neocortical pyramidal neuron and cerebellar Purkinje neuron). A single exponential function (exp( À D path /λ)) was used to fit the VA 
Experimental design, materials and methods
To investigate the relationship between the dendritic structure and signal propagation in primary neurons [1] , the data for the representative morphology of a rat neocortical L5 pyramidal cell (p21 in Dendritica), a rat hippocampal CA3 pyramidal cell (2189201 in Claiborne's lab), a rat cerebellum Purkinje cell (p19 in Dendritica), and a cat spinal α-motoneuron (Vemoto6 in Burke's lab) were downloaded directly from http://NeuroMorpho.Org [2] and translated into the NEURON simulation environment v 6.1.1 using the Import3D tool [3] . To isolate the effect of the dendritic structure, the same values of cable parameters that were experimentally identified from the spinal motoneuron were assigned to all anatomically reconstructed primary neurons (R m,soma ¼225 Ω cm 2 , R m, , and R a ¼70 Ω cm, [4] ). The selection of cable parameter values from the spinal motoneuron was made such that the models for primary neurons in the brain maintained the lowest input resistance (R N ) at their somata. For the analysis of dendritic signal propagation in the anatomically reconstructed primary neurons, a voltage attenuation (VA) factor was defined as the ratio of the voltage amplitude at the measurement site to the voltage amplitude at the stimulation site [5] and calculated using the Impedance class tools built in the NEURON software. The VA AC SD data from the soma to the dendrites were calculated between the soma and all individual points in the dendrites in response to a 250 Hz alternating current (AC) input to the soma. The frequency of AC input was calculated from the period of 4 ms assuming the width of an action potential to be 2 ms. The fitting equation and parameter values for the VA AC SD data were identified using the method of least squares that was built in the MATLAB software.
